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More than a catalogue, what you are about to read is 
a true “Guide to quality sleep”. 

Our philosophy is that there is no best product in itself, 
but there is one best product for each of us, chosen 
according to the needs, physical characteristics and 
habits of the individual.

For 25 years Orizzonti has been guided by the criteria 
of tailoring, craftsmanship and wellbeing. In each of 
those 10,000 days, we have been driven by the passion 
and commitment that distinguish us in developing 
products that will accompany the daily lives of our 
customers, improving the quality of their sleep.

Beds, bases, mattresses, pillows and duvets: this is the 
Orizzonti system. A set of complementary elements, 
designed over years of experience, to give a rewarding 
feeling of physical and sensory pleasure. 

This quality of sleep and this real well-being have been 
attested by thousands of people who use our products, 
many of them second-generation users. The fact that 
the idea of purchasing and using Orizzonti products 
is passed as a legacy from father to son drives every 
person working in our factories to give their best in 
every daily task.

Orizzonti Italia
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Let us learn
to choose,
not to let 
ourselves 

be convinced.
Anonymous
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A good sleep and a good rest are very subjective concepts. It is for this 
reason that the perfect mattress does not exist. There is, however, for 
each of us, an optimum combination of mattress and base. Orizzonti can 
find it for you, in a highly personalised way, by analysing your preferred 
sleeping position and relating it to your body mass. These parameters, 
combined with your preferences and sleeping habits, will be related to 
the Orizzonti collection of mattresses and bases. Formulas like “Body 
Mass Index” or parameters such as the “support” of a mattress will soon 
become familiar concepts and will be the indicators for your choice.

The perfect mattress

The 5 Steps to choosing a mattress

4 Find your BMI on the 
chart and identify the 

best combination suggested by 
Orizzonti; then choose which 
mattress to buy according to its 
features (materials, technologies, 
price)

5 Complete your ideal mattress 
with the available covers 

1Calculate your BMI with a 
simple formula and identify 

the range you are in

2 Understand what mattress 
support means and the four 

levels of Orizzonti mattresses

3 Choose your favourite 
sleeping position
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Being the same weight but shorter in height, Andrew needs a mattress 
with greater support than Mark does.

Body Mass Index (BMI)

The BMI provides an estimate of body size by comparing weight and 
height. By combining this value with the sleeping position of your choice, 
Orizzonti suggests the best possible combination between a mattress and 
a base, in a highly personalised way.

BMI =
Weight in kg

=

<18,5
18,5-25
25-30
30-40
>40

(range A)
(range B)
(range C)
(range D)
(range E)

Height 
in m X Height 

in m

Andrew

85 kg 1,65 mt

BMI =
85

= 31,2
1,65 x 1,65

range D: 30-40

Mark

85 kg 1,80 mt

BMI =
85

= 26,2
1,80 x 1,80

range C: 25-30

example

Mattress Support

The ‘support’ of a mattress means its ability to resist the weight of our 
body. Since your lying position determines the different ways in which 
your spine curves during sleep, it is the degree of support in the mattress 
that determines whether the spine will rest in its natural physiological 
position.

Orizzonti mattresses have four types of support:

Medium. The support layer of the mattress is relatively 
soft. Recommended for those who prefer to sleep on their side.

Firm. The support layer is firmer than in the medium support 
mattress. Suitable for those who prefer to sleep on their back.

Balanced.  The support layer is able to adapt to the 
individual, regardless of their preferred sleeping position. Recommended 
for those who tend to change position frequently during sleep and/or for 
couples with similar BMIs who sleep in different positions.

Progressive. Through the skilled use of diverse 
innovative materials, a mattress with progressive support has the ability 
to adapt to every single individual, regardless of size and the sleeping 
position they adopt.
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Sleeping position
The spine has two natural curves. Maintaining the correct position of 
these curves, also during sleep, is the best way to avoid troublesome 
pains that affect your general well-being. 

Supine position, lying on the back  
This is the best position for the health of your back. It ensures optimal 
stability and maintenance of the correct physiological curvature. Choose 
your ideal bed system and each hour of sleep in this position will recharge 
your well-being and energy.

Side position
This is a natural position that recalls the position of the foetus in the womb. 
It is good for the curves of the spine because they remain unchanged. The 
effect can be further improved by placing a pillow between the knees 
and thighs. In this way, the legs remain aligned and relaxed and forced 
rotation of the spine is avoided. 

Prone position, lying on one’s front
Lying on the front compresses the stomach, muscles and joints. It is not 
correct for the spine because it accentuates the lumbar curve. In addition, 
the head is turned to one side in order to breathe properly, increasing 
the chances of problems with the cervical vertebrae and tension in the 
muscles.

If the mattress is too soft in relation to your BMI, the body undergoes 
excessive deformation and accentuation of spinal curvature. On the other 
hand, if the mattress is too hard, your lower back will tend to flatten out 
and the body will rest only on the protrusions of the shoulder and pelvis. 
This will encourage an unnatural position for the vertebrae and excessive 
muscle tension.

Side position

not recommended

best position

not recommended

Supine position

not recommended

best position

not recommended
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Range A | BMI  < 18,5
Optimal combinations

SLEEPING POSITION MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE

SIDE

1600 POCKET 
SPRINGS

MEDIUM SPRUNG SLATS

3000 POCKET 
SPRINGS

MEDIUM SPRUNG SLATS

ECO WATERLILY® MEDIUM SPRUNG SLATS

ECO MEMORY MEDIUM SPRUNG SLATS

LATEX ABSOLUTE MEDIUM SPRUNG SLATS

ANY

FORMULA
LATEX SPRINGS

PROGRESSIVE SPRUNG SLATS

ECO MEMORY 
CLIMA®

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FORMULA
LABIR-TEC®

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FORMULA 
DRYFEEL®

BALANCED SPRUNG SLATS

LATEX MEMORY MEDIUM SPRUNG SLATS

Range B | BMI 18,5-25
Optimal combinations

SLEEPING POSITION MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE

SIDE

1600 POCKET 
SPRINGS

MEDIUM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

3000 POCKET 
SPRINGS

MEDIUM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

ECO WATERLILY® MEDIUM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

ECO MEMORY MEDIUM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

LATEX ABSOLUTE MEDIUM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

ANY

FORMULA LATEX 
SPRINGS

BALANCED
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

ECO MEMORY 
CLIMA®

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FORMULA
LABIR-TEC®

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FORMULA 
DRYFEEL®

BALANCED
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

LATEX MEMORY MEDIUM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SUPINE

800 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

1600 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

3000 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

ECO WATERLILY FIRM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

ECO MEMORY FIRM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS
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Range C | BMI 25-30
Optimal combinations

SLEEPING POSITION MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE

SIDE

1600 POCKET 
SPRINGS

MEDIUM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

3000 POCKET 
SPRINGS 

MEDIUM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

ECO WATERLILY® MEDIUM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

ECO MEMORY MEDIUM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

LATEX ABSOLUTE MEDIUM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

ANY

FORMULA
LATEX SPRINGS

BALANCED

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

ECO MEMORY 
CLIMA®

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FORMULA
LABIR-TEC®

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FORMULA 
DRYFEEL®

BALANCED

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

LATEX MEMORY MEDIUM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

SUPINE

800 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM
FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

1600 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM
FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

3000 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM
FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

ECO WATERLILY FIRM
FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

ECO MEMORY FIRM
FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

Range D | BMI 30-40
Optimal combinations

SLEEPING POSITION MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE

SIDE

1600 POCKET 
SPRINGS

MEDIUM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

3000 POCKET 
SPRINGS

MEDIUM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

ECO WATERLILY® MEDIUM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

ECO MEMORY MEDIUM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

LATEX ABSOLUTE MEDIUM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

ANY

FORMULA LATEX 
SPRINGS

BALANCED
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

ECO MEMORY 
CLIMA®

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FORMULA
LABIR-TEC®

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FORMULA 
DRYFEEL®

BALANCED
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

LATEX MEMORY MEDIUM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SUPINE

800 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

1600 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

3000 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

ECO WATERLILY FIRM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

ECO MEMORY FIRM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS
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Range E | BMI   >  40
Optimal combinations

SLEEPING POSITION MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE

SIDE

LATEX ABSOLUTE MEDIUM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

ANY

FORMULA LATEX 
SPRINGS

BALANCED ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

ECO MEMORY 
CLIMA®

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FORMULA
LABIR-TEC®

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FORMULA 
DRYFEEL®

BALANCED ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

LATEX MEMORY MEDIUM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

SUPINE

800 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

1600 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

3000 POCKET 
SPRINGS

FIRM
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

ECO WATERLILY FIRM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

ECO MEMORY FIRM ORTHOPAEDIC BASE
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MATTRESS SUPPORT SLEEPING 
POSITION BASES TO MATCH 

BMI RANGES

1 2 3 4 5

800
Pocket
Springs

FIRM SUPINE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

1600
Pocket
Springs

MEDIUM SIDE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FIRM SUPINE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

3000
Pocket
Springs

MEDIUM SIDE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FIRM SUPINE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

Formula
Latex
Springs

BALANCED ANY

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

Eco
Waterlily®

MEDIUM SIDE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FIRM SUPINE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

A B C D E

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT SLEEPING 
POSITION BASES TO MATCH 

BMI RANGES

A B C D E

Eco
Memory

MEDIUM SIDE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FIRM SUPINE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE  

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

Eco
Memory 
Clima®

PROGRESSIVE ANY

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

Formula
Labir-Tec® PROGRESSIVE ANY

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

Formula
Dryfeel® BALANCED ANY

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

Latex
Absolute

MEDIUM SIDE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

Latex
Memory

MEDIUM ANY

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

minimum comfort maximum comfort
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The covers

Meticulous care, attention to detail, 
craftsmanship, tailoring
 
All mattress covers in the Orizzonti collection are removable. The choice 
of the cover will be guided by your needs and/or preferences, depending 
on whether you are looking for an antibacterial product (X-Static® 
coating), natural materials (Silk side and Cashmere side) or temperature 
regulation (Thermocool™).

The combination of technological innovation and experienced 
craftsmanship enables us to produce mattresses that are ideal for 
accommodating and properly supporting your body, giving you an 
invigorating sleeping experience and a rewarding sense of well-being. 

Inside the Orizzonti mattresses, established technologies such as 
independent pocket springs, or new generation materials such as 
Dryfeel® and Labirtec®, provide the basis for multiple sleeping solutions 
from which to choose. 

Outside, the removable covers are finished with great care and are 
characterised by absolute naturalness of the surfaces, temperature 
control and excellent hygiene.

Your well-being is our priority.
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Padded cover, beaded and quilted. The perimeter strip is made of three-dimensional 
fabric to improve the air permeability and aeration of the mattress. The cover has a zip 
on four sides for easy removal, and four handles to make it easy to move the mattress.  
Washable in water at 40 °C.

Silk / Cashmere
The natural feel of the most precious fabrics.
Pleasantly cool in summer.
Cosily warm in winter.

An ideal cover for fans of “natural sleep”. A summer side in 
silk-based fabric, lined with linen and non-allergenic fibre. 
A winter side with padding and an outer fabric in cashmere. 
Silk, perfect for the warm months, is a noble and prestigious 
fabric, with non-allergenic, thermostatic and hygroscopic 
properties. Cashmere, prized for its thermal insulating 
qualities, is the ideal solution for the cold months.

X-Static®

Kills 99.9% of bacteria in under one hour.
Eliminates static electricity in a few seconds.
Powerful natural anti-microbial.
Eliminates mould and unpleasant odours. 
Long-lasting antibacterial properties, withstanding 
over 250 wash cycles.

Silver is one of the most powerful natural antibacterial 
substances. In the X-Static® cover, a layer of silver is 
permanently combined with the fibre polymers, making it 
totally anti-bedbug, anti-bacterial and anti-odour. Silver also 
has a high electric conductivity and this property allows the 
fabric to eliminate electrostatic charges in a few seconds. It 
goes without saying that after a stressful day, charged with 
“electricity”, X-Static® is ideal for absorbing negative energy 
and restoring balance and peace of mind.
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A ‘bag’ covering without padding enhances the temperature regulating properties 
of the ThermoCool fabric and the viscosity characteristics of the memory foam. The 
perimeter strip is made of three-dimensional fabric to improve the air permeability 
and aeration of the mattress. The cover has a zipper on four sides for easy removal 
and four handles to make it easy to move the mattress. Washable in water at 60 °C.

ThermoCoolTM

Disperses heat and humidity.
Counteracts temperature changes.
Provides perfect thermal compatibility with your 
sleeping partner.
Counteracts perspiration.

The innovation and technological research of Invista, a global 
leader in synthetic fibres, has brought us ThermoCoolTM, 
a fibre with great heat-regulating properties. Its variable-
geometry fibres are especially designed to combat the 
negative consequences of perspiration, allowing for rapid 
moisture evaporation. Recommended for a perfect thermal 
compatibility with your partner, the ThermoCoolTM cover 
balances the distribution of heat within the bed.

Counteracts the sensation of excessive heat
The ThermoCoolTM fabric provides rapid moisture 
evaporation, thanks to its unique mix of features, designed to 
offer a larger breathable surface and promote air circulation, 
concentrating energy in the vaporisation process.

Counteracts the sensation of excessive coldness
The particular combination of the fibres in this fabric 
results in an extremely light material, with incredible 
thermo-regulating properties, designed to protect the body 
from temperature variations, thus helping to prevent those 
“sudden cooling” moments whilst ensuring the dispersion of 
excessive heat.



Think in th e morning.
Act in th e afternoon.  
Eat in th e evening. 
Sleep at night.

Mattresses

William Blake 
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Extras for others, these are minimum 
requirements for Orizzonti. 

The best is already included

*1 The bonding of the layers is manually performed only at certain anchorage points, in contrast 
to almost all other products on the market where the glue is spread by a mechanical roller, 
thus creating a real barrier to air flow.

Seven different support zones

Removable | air permeable, anti-bacterial, 
temperature-regulating covers.

Non-allergenic, anti-bedbug, anti-mould

Air permeable layers*1 

15-year warranty

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

minimum comfort maximum comfort

Mattress with independent pocket springs. The support 
is firm and ergonomic, but at the same time adapts to 
different postures during sleep, making it a perfect product 
for every need.

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

FIRM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 25 cm 25 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

1. Sleeping surface in Eco-TPU material h 3 cm
2. 800 independent springs (in the double version) 

with seven different support zones
3. Perimeter box system in Eco-TPU naturally resilient 

material

20 cm

FIRM SUPPORT

FIRM SUPPORT

800 Pocket Springs
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1600 Pocket Springs

FIRM SUPPORT

MEDIUM SUPPORT

20 cm

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 25 cm 25 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

1. Sleeping surface in ‘egg-box’ type Memory Foam h 3 cm
2. 1600 independent micro-springs (in the double version) 

with seven different support zones
3. Sleeping surface in Eco-TPU material
4. Perimeter box system in Eco-TPU naturally resilient 

material

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

MEDIUM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FIRM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

Micro Pocket Spring Mattress with differentiated support. 
The large number of springs surrounds the body with a 
flexible embrace, enhanced by the layer of environment-
friendly Memory Foam.

Two layers of springs, coupled to the Memory Foam. 
One side is firmer and the other a little softer, to provide 
maximum comfort according to your sleep mode. It 
combines the qualities of the 800 and the 1600 models.

3000 Pocket Springs

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

MEDIUM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FIRM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 27 cm 27 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

1. Sleeping surfaces in Memory Foam h 3 cm
2. 2200 soft and independent micro-springs (in the double 

version)
3. 800 independent springs (in the double version) with 

seven different support zones
4. Perimeter box system in Eco-TPU naturally resilient 

material 

FIRM SUPPORT

MEDIUM SUPPORT

22 cm
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Formula Latex Springs
The ultimate solution for those who love springs: 3 layers, 
with different support levels, combined with 100% natural 
latex. As the pressure increases, the support gets stronger.

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

BALANCED

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 27 cm 27 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

1. Sleeping surface in 100% natural latex, micro-
perforated for good air circulation

2. Active support layer with soft independent springs
3. Active support layer with medium firmness independent 

springs
4. Active support layer with firm independent springs
5. Elast-tec® flexible support layer
6. box perimeter system, perforated to facilitate 

mattress aeration

SLEEPING SURFACE

22 cm

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
has recognised the contribution of the Waterlily® product 
to the protection of the environment. Sides with diversified 
support ensure maximum comfort in any position.

Eco Waterlily®

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

MEDIUM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FIRM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 22 cm 22 cm 20 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

1. Sleeping surface in Eco-TPU h 4.6 cm with average 
support level, shaped with seven different support 
zones, density 30 kg/m³

2. Waterlily® layer h 6/8 cm corrugated for better 
flexibility and air permeability, density 38 kg/m³

3. Sleeping surface in Eco-TPU h 4/6 cm with high 
support level, shaped to seven different support 
zones, density 30 kg/m³

FIRM SUPPORT

MEDIUM SUPPORT

17 cm
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Eco Memory
One side in Memory Foam and the other in foam material 
with seven different support zones. Feel hugged regardless 
of your preferred sleeping position. The ideal mattress for 
those who prefer foam materials.

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

MEDIUM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

FIRM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 25 cm 25 cm 23 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

1. Sleeping surface in Memory Foam h 6.5 cm, shaped 
for better comfort and ventilation, seven different 
support zones, density 55 kg/m³

2. Central layer in Eco-TPU corrugated for better 
flexibility and air permeability, density 30 kg/m³

3. Sleeping surface in Eco-TPU h 8 cm, density 35 kg/ m

FIRM SUPPORT

20 cm

MEDIUM SUPPORT

Eco Memory Clima®

Those who love foam and suffer the heat will find the 
ideal solution in this mattress: Viscogel’s heat-absorbing 
properties make it particularly suitable for the hot summer 
months.

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 25 cm 25 cm 23 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

1. Sleeping surface in Viscogel material h 2.5 / 4 
cm, density 55 kg/m³ shaped for better comfort and 
temperature regulation

2. Layer in Memory Foam h 5/7 cm, density 55 kg m 
corrugated for better “pressure relief effect”

3. Support layer in Eco-TPU h 10/12 cm with seven 
different support zones, density 28 kg/m³

SLEEPING SURFACE

20 cm
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Formula Labir-tec®

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

PROGRESSIVE

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 27 cm 27 cm 25 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

1. Sleeping surface in temperature controlled Memory 
Gel, density 60 kg / m soft

2. Intermediate layer in Labir-tec®, new generation 
meshed system for very high air permeability, 
density 80 kg/m³

3. Antibacterial layer in Memory Sanity material, 
density 50 kg/m³ medium

4. Elast-tec® support layer, density 38 kg/m³ firm

SLEEPING SURFACE

22 cm

The Rolls-Royce of foam: this mattress adapts to each person’s 
body. As the pressure increases, the support gets stronger. 
Heat absorbing, ventilated, sanitised. Perfect for those with 
abundant perspiration and who suffer the heat.

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

BALANCED

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

Formula Dryfeel®

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 27 cm 27 cm 25 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

1. Winter side surface in Elast-tec® Memory soft with 
massaging surface to seven differentiated support 
zones, density 50 kg/m³

2. Elast-tec® naturally resilient support, shaped to 
facilitate ventilation and flexibility on slatted 
bases, density 40 kg/m³

3. Independent micro-spring pocket inserts improve 
ergonomics and air permeability

4. Summer side sleeping surface in Dryfeel® material, 
air permeable and dehumidifying with massaging 
surface and seven differentiated support zones, 
density 50kg/m³

SUMMER SIDE

WINTER SIDE

22 cm

Technology at the service of sleep: thanks to pocket 
spring inserts, cleverly arranged in a sine wave pattern, 
ergonomics and air permeability are greatly improved. 
Ideal for heavy perspiration and humid climates.
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Mattresses Mattresses

Latex Absolute
The characteristics of latex, with its natural anti-mite 
properties and an exceptionally heat-absorbing material, 
are enhanced by the geometry of the layer. Perfect for giving 
absolute comfort to the human body.

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

MEDIUM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 23 cm 23 cm 21 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

Layer of 100% latex foam with seven different support 
zones

MEDIUM SUPPORT

MEDIUM SUPPORT

18 cm

Latex Memory
The antibacterial properties of latex, combined with the 
cool embrace of Viscogel, the heat absorbing memory foam, 
make this mattress suitable for the summer months as 
well. How to make your sleep into an experience you will 
want to tell everyone about.

Comfort perception table depending on Mattress Support, Base and BMI

MATTRESS SUPPORT BASE
BMI RANGE

A B C D E

MEDIUM

ORTHOPAEDIC BASE

FIXED SLATS

SPRUNG SLATS

AVAILABLE COVERS

MATTRESS HEIGHT 26 cm 26 cm 24 cm

INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE

1. Sleeping surface in Viscogel material h 5 cm, 
always fresh and particularly air permeable with 
“pressure relief effect”

2. 16 cm layer of 100% latex foam with seven different 
support zones

SLEEPING SURFACE

21 cm
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Mattresses Mattresses

Orizzonti Topper
Quilt with Pillow-Top system to be put on top of the 
mattress, enhancing the feeling of relaxation and well-
being of the sleeping surface.

Material  
The Orizzonti Topper is made of Elast-tec®  Memory, an extraordinary 
material, which adapts its shape in response to body weight and 
temperature. The body is gradually absorbed, progressively increasing 
the points of contact and creating relief from excessive pressure, resulting 

in an improvement of the peripheral circulation of the blood. 

Covering
It is made of polyester and viscose stretch fabric with Ultra-Fresh® 

antimicrobial treatment, which prevents bad odours and helps to 
eliminate dust mites, thus promoting a better night’s sleep.

Harmonic steel springs
A clever mixture of iron, carbon and silicon, hardened 
in a way that produces an incredible harmonic steel, 
which gives a long-term resilience to the springs, 
while maintaining excellent elasticity and strength 
characteristics.

Expanded foams
Sustainable materials that are friendly to the 
environment and the individual. They have a spongy 
structure that, depending on the production processes, 
acquires certain functional characteristics that are 
central to the mission of Orizzonti to promote well-
being. In fact, we are proud to say that a number of 
our foam-based mattresses have passed the stringent 
tests of the Italian Ministry of Health and have been 
awarded the status of Medical Device.

Eco-TPU
Ecological foam with high density and support 
characteristics used for the structural parts of 
mattresses, highly air permeable. It is recyclable 
because it breaks down easily, without releasing 
harmful chemicals into the environment.

Memory foam
The feeling of a pleasant night-time embrace is due 
to the main feature of this ecological foam with slow 
‘spring back’. It adapts its shape to the user’s contours. 
Perfect for a correct posture and avoiding sudden 
movements during sleep.

Viscogel | Memory Gel
Both of these materials combine the intrinsic features 
of memory foam with an outstanding temperature-
regulating capacity and they are able to efficiently 
absorb and dissipate excess body heat. This feature 
assists the transition from the Rem to Non-Rem sleep 
phases, without stressing the cardiovascular system.

Waterlily®

Comparable to a natural sponge, with a memory 
effect. The special combination of high-tech polymers 
and water render this material highly air permeable, 
hygroscopic and biodegradable.

Elast-tec® | Elast-tec® Memory
An eco-friendly foam with a unique molecular 
composition designed to combine the flexibility of the 
best and most proven materials with extraordinary 
softness and air permeability. Elasticity, natural 
resilience and air permeability are its main features. 
Mattresses with Elast-tec® inserts adapt perfectly 
to different pressure from the shoulders, pelvis and 
various parts of the body, retaining their characteristics 
over time. Used in the most advanced mattresses, Elas-
tec® gives the user an incomparable feeling of being 
surrounded by comfort while resting.

Dryfeel®

Designed for its completely open and porous cell 
structure, this innovative material allows water and 
moisture to pass through quickly and efficiently, 
ensuring maximum comfort in all kinds of humid 
conditions. Dryfeel® absorbs only 20% of water; a 
conventional foam absorbs 60%. After four hours of 
drying (not exposed to the sun), Dryfeel® only contains 
12% of water, a traditional foam contains 33%. It is also 
treated with biocides that destroy harmful organisms 
such as bacteria, mould and mildew.

Labir-tec®

It is composed of a high-density polyamide load-
bearing netting structure. Inserts of this material 
in the mattress allow for incomparable ventilation 
created by every movement of the body. In addition to 
its resistance to wear over time, it is also a powerful 
electrical insulator. 

Latex
In origin, latex is a natural substance of milky 
appearance and sticky texture. Orizzonti uses a “latex 
foam” made from a proprietary blend, thanks to the 
porosity afforded by the addition of air to the compound, 
it has an exceptional ability to absorb and disperse body 
heat, thus assisting the body’s temperature regulating 
processes. The porous structure also allows for high 
air permeability, which discourages the formation of 
residual moisture, which often leads to the mites and 
moulds that usually cause odours. 

Materials



Bases

To dream is to see
Invisible shapes
from some vague

distance

Fernando Pessoa
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Bases Bases

Certified use of wood supplied 
from forests with controlled 

reforestation
DIN EN 310-compliant slats

 UNI EN ISO 9001:2008  
certified quality

Slats with low formaldehyde 
content according to the EU 
Emission class E1 standard

The bases are laboratory
tested by CATAS 

Strips made from  
high quality beech

The base is the essential complement to 
the Orizzonti mattresses; it is the “basis” of 
good sleep, well-being and health.  
 
Orizzonti bases are designed to create a perfect synergy between the bed 
and the mattress. Industrial technology and craftsmanship, combined 
with selected raw materials, go into making our excellent quality products 
that are proud to be 100% ‘Made in Italy’.

The co-star

Certifications

The painting process employs 
non-toxic powders

and no heavy metals

Plastic materials free of 
hazardous substances

For those who need uniform rigid support. 
Layer of poplar plywood, unpainted, to best preserve the natural look 
of the wood. It has transverse grooves to help the ventilation of the 
mattress. Steel frame 51x39mm painted with non-toxic powders in an 
elegant quartz grey colour.

Orthopaedic base

A solid structure that also provides a cushioning effect.
Fourteen steam-curved beech plywood slats (width 68 mm), inserted 
in a steel frame with fixed slat holders. In the zone corresponding to 
the lower back, the slats are equipped with comfort adjusters. If they 
are moved outwards, you get a more rigid surface; if they are moved 
towards the centre, the base will be more flexible.

Base with fixed slats
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Bases Bases

Perfect adaptability to the shape of the body.
Steel frame with die-cast 90° rounded corners. Twenty-six slats made 
from 38 mm wide beech plywood fastened with anatomic tilting SEBS 
supports that guarantee a perfect joint for the slats and a high degree 
of elasticity for the surface. In the zone corresponding to the lower back, 
the slats feature comfort adjusters, which can be adjusted to suit body 
weight and sleeping position.

Base with sprung slats

Non-magnetic base

Aesthetic appeal combined with the natural properties of wood.
With no significant metal parts, the non-magnetic base is composed of a 
sturdy 60 mm thick multilayer beech frame holding 24 sprung slats with 
tilting supports and fitted with comfort adjusters that ensure a high degree 
of elasticity for the surface. The zone corresponding to the lower back is 
equipped with six slats with comfort adjusters, and the shoulder zone is 
equipped with highly flexible suspension joints, enabling the mattress to 
adapt perfectly to the curves of the body.

For a functional bed, not just for sleeping.
Same features as the non-magnetic base, with the addition of an 
electric motorised adjustable head area. Maximum comfort for your 
relaxation. The options available include a wireless remote control and 
a synchronisation kit for two adjacent bases. 

Motorised base - head only

Motorised base with adjustable 
head and feet sections

The base that follow “the command” of your every move.
The comfort of Orizzonti mattresses is enhanced by the diversity of 
positions that this base can adopt, allowing you to suit yourself to the 
maximum when relaxing. The Hytrel suspension joints in the shoulder 
zone and the comfort adjusters installed in tilting slat anchorages offer 
the ultimate in ergonomics: for a truly “tailor-made” rest.



Pillows

Th e dream
is th e infinite
shadow of th e 

Truth
Giovanni Pascoli
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Pillows Pillows

Softness and comfort: this is what only 
Orizzonti pillows can provide.
 
Your choice of pillow is an essential aid to high-quality sleep. 

All Orizzonti Italia products are designed and manufactured to give the 
best performance in terms of temperature regulation, non-allergenic 
properties and correct posture, essential features for ensuring good sleep.

Our complete pillow collection includes classic models filled with goose 
down, synthetic fibre and latex solutions and self-modelling products 
with shape retention.

Whichever way you sleep, you can find your ideal pillow here.

Head in the clouds

Anti-bedbug Anti-mildew Anti-bacterial Hypo-allergenic Air permeable Machine  
washable 

Cervicale Temperature 
regulating 

Self-modelling Naturally  
resilient 

Nanotechnology Anti-bedsore 

C1 
Hypo-allergenic fibre
The particular composition of this pillow, using micro-
polyester fibre balls, makes it extraordinarily soft, 
elastic and lightweight. The C1 provides good support 
to the head and neck giving maximum air permeability, 
combined with a feeling of freshness. It does not change 
its shape over time, it is non-allergenic and resistant to 
mould and bacteria.
Dimensions: cm 50 x 80

C2 
Goose Feather
The goose feather pillow makes it a natural and eco-
friendly accessory, machine washable and able to 
maintain its qualities of comfort and softness over 
long periods. The C2 is highly air permeable thanks to 
the temperature regulating properties of goose down; 
it absorbs body moisture while releasing it outwards, 
with significant physiological benefits for the human 
body.
Dimensions: cm 50 x 80
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Pillows Pillows

Latex Absolute
Pillow in latex material, ideal for those who prefer a more elastic support. It 
is also an ideal product for those with allergies because the latex is absolutely 
resistant to mould and bacteria. Air holes provide hygienic ventilation. The 
inner core is machine washable with a very gentle spin, but should not be 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Eco Memory Clima®

Anatomical pillow in Memory Foam, for a pressure relieving effect, with 
Hydrogel sleeping surface. This gel, the anti-bed sore material par excellence, 
with its particular ability to model itself in three dimensions, minimises 
pressure peaks, thus enhancing the comfort of the sleeping surface. Hydrogel 
absorbs heat much more slowly than any other material, and then stabilises at 
a temperature a few degrees below that of the body. The nanotechnology-based 
application of the Thermix treatment increases the freshness effect. The air 
holes and surface shaping facilitate air circulation.

Memory Nano-Fresh
Self-modelling pillow with shape retention. Thanks to the nanotechnology-
based microencapsulation process, employing millions of microspheres 
actively absorbing heat, constant temperature control and a pleasant feeling 
of freshness are assured. It contains Health Protection, an exclusive essence 
capable of eliminating and preventing dust mites, mould and bacteria, which 
are responsible for allergies, odours and deterioration of the pillow. The coloured 
surface layer — also in memory material — contains the active ingredient and 
is bonded to the pillow structure without the use of glue. The air holes in the 
pillows ensure hygienic ventilation.

Cervical shapeSoap-bar shape

Dimensions: cm 65 x 43 x 11,5 h (waves’ height)Dimensions: cm 72 x 42 x 14 h

Dimensions: cm 70 x 41 x 10 h (waves’ height)Dimensions: cm 73 x 43 x 14 h

Dimensions: cm 72 x 42 x 11 h (waves’ height)Dimensions: cm 72 x 42 x 12 h



Duvets

Humans
are all 
geniuses
in th eir  
dreams

Akira Kurosawa
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Duvets Duvets

Made only of high-quality raw materials, 
processed according to a strict specification 
protocol consisting of 12 key points and 
certified by international bodies. 

His Majesty the Goose 
Feather Down

The NOMITE label indicates that it is a suitable 
product for people suffering from allergies to house dust. 
www.nomite.de

The OEKO-TEX® label certifies that the products were 
analysed to evaluate their safety for human health.   
www.oeko-tex.com

Certifications

Down
Down is the most highly prized and valuable part of a goose’s 

plumage. It consists of a mass of fluff balls without a shaft, soft, 

light and with great thermal insulation properties.

Feathers and plumules
The feather is composed of a stem to which the so-called vanes are 

attached; as the quantity and branching of the vanes decrease, the 

feather is called a plumule. Feathers are heavier and less warm 

than down and therefore less prized.

Siberian Luxury
MODEL COMPOSITION WEIGHT FILLING 

POWER WASHING

SPRING

100% Class 1 Down 
according to the UNI 
EN 12934 standard

70 gr/mq

820 cuin 40
AUTUMN 110 gr/mq

WINTER 180 gr/mq

4 SEASONS * 70+110 gr/mq

Hungarian Magnificence
MODEL COMPOSITION WEIGHT FILLING 

POWER WASHING

SPRING 90% Down 
10% Plumules

Class 1 according 
to the UNI EN 12934 
standard

90 gr/mq

700 cuin 40
AUTUMN 150 gr/mq

WINTER 240 gr/mq

4 SEASONS * 90+150 gr/mq

*SPRING + AUTUMN joined with practical clip buttons

ROOM  
TEMPERATURE RECOMMENDED MODEL

>23° SPRING
The perfect solution in areas where climates 
are not cold and/or air-conditioned 
environments

19°-23°
  

AUTUMN For constantly heated environments and/or 
for midseason use

<19°
   

WINTER 
Suitable for harsh winter climates and/or 
when the bedroom is only heated for a few 
hours a day

Selection guide
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Duvets

8 
Washing. The raw materials 
are washed by Orizzonti seven 
times, compared to only one 

wash performed on most of the 
down available on the market. 

9 
Turbidity. At the seventh 
wash, if the rinsing water is not 
within the parameters defined 

in UNI EN 1164: 2000, the down 
undergoes an additional full wash cycle. 

10 
Sterilisation.     
Orizzonti down is subjected 
to two sterilisation processes; 

prior to selection, at 133°C, and after 
the washing cycles, at 120°/130°C. 

11 
Filling power. 
Indicates the volume/weight 
ratio of the filling. The greater 

the volume of the individual down 
particles, the fewer are needed to stuff 
the duvet; consequently, greater volume 
means lower weight and higher quality. 
In Orizzonti duvets, the F.P. is never less 
than 700 cubic inches of space per ounce. 

12 
Percentage. The 
higher the percentage of down 
in the product the better it 

is, as the thermal insulation capacity is 
greater for the same weight. In Orizzonti 
Duvets, the percentage of down is never 
less than 90% .

1 Origin.  We only use the best 
raw materials from Eastern Europe, 
the region traditionally known for 

the highest quality production.

2Collection. The down 
in our products comes from 
animals raised for their meat. 

Plucking occurs only after slaughter. 

3 
Consistency. The feathers 
of adult geese from Eastern Europe 
are by far more substantial, soft and 

silky than those from geese in East Asia. 

4 
Selection. The first 
separation, in the field, between 
feathers, plumules and down, is 

followed by another much more accurate 
selection at manufacturing plants in Italy. 

5 
Dust removal. We 
perform a strict micro-cleansing 
operation that consists of the 

elimination of all foreign bodies and 
any residual keratin on the feathers. 

6 
Oily residue. In Orizzonti 
down, this must be between 0.8 
and 1.2%. Otherwise, the down 

would be too fragile and lose its filling 
capacity, or it could produce streaks 
on the fabric or unpleasant odours. 

7 
pH. Must be compatible with the 
pH of the skin, never exceeding 5.6. 
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The Orizzonti warranty

Products from Orizzonti Italia are covered by a guarantee as required 
by the consumer protection legislation in the Country of purchase or, if 
different, their country of residence. Nevertheless, Orizzonti extends the 
legal guarantee through its Orizzonti Care4You programme. To benefit 
from it, remember to send your registration card to Orizzonti.

The Orizzonti warranty 
Care4You

Product Care4You

3 years 5 years 15 years*

800 Pocket Springs PP

1600 Pocket Springs PP

3000 Pocket Springs PP

Formula Latex Springs PP

Eco Waterlily® PP

Eco Memory PP

Eco Memory Clima® PP

Formula Labir-Tec® PP

Formula Dryfeel® PP

Latex Absolute PP

Latex Memory PP

Metal framed bed bases PP

Non-magnetic bases PP

Motorised bases** PP

Pillows PP

Duvets PP

* Pro rata
0-5 years: 100% warranty
6-15 years: The warranty is reduced by 1/10 each year
** Excluding electric motors

Notes
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Notes

Pillows
C1 C2 Memory Nano-Fresh Latex Absolute Memory Clima

Hypo-allergenic fibre Goose Feather Soap-bar shape Cervical shape Soap-bar shape Cervical shape Soap-bar shape Cervical shape

 37 €  109 €  140 €  153 €  123 €  140 €  221 €  233 € 

Bases
cm 80 x 200 90 x 200 100 x 200 120 x 200 140 x 200 160 x 200 170 x 200 180 x 200 200 x 200

Orthopaedic base  288 €  300 €  338 €  351 €  429 €  457 €  491 €  494 € #VALORE!

Base with fixed slats (1)  172 €  172 €  246 €  246 €  284 €  284 €  307 €  307 €  437 € 

Bases with sprung slats (1)  245 €  265 €  414 €  350 €  447 €  447 €  482 €  482 €  773 € 

Non-magnetic base (2)  324 €  324 €  503 €  414 €  571 €  571 €  571 €  654 €  1.011 € 

Motorised base - head only (3)  737 €  737 €  894 €  859 €  1.611 €  1.481 €  1.481 €  1.481 €  1.793 € 

Motorised base - head and feet (3)  835 €  835 €  949 €  920 €  1.804 €  1.676 €  1.542 €  1.676 €  1.905 € 

Duvets
Siberian Luxury Hungarian Magnificence

Sizes For Mattresses sized Spring Autumn Winter 4 Seasons Spring Autumn Winter 4 Seasons

Single 155 x 200 cm 80 / 90 / 100 x 200 cm  483 €  536 €  651 €  935 €  368 €  394 €  462 €  704 € 

Intermediate 200 x 200 cm 120 / 140  x 200 cm  578 €  651 €  803 €  1.155 €  436 €  467 €  567 €  845 € 

Double bed 250 x 200 cm 160 / 170 / 180 x 200 cm  688 €  793 €  977 €  1.386 €  509 €  546 €  656 €  977 € 

General Conditions of Sale for the Reseller

The duvets are also available in a length of 220 cm. Price supplement: +15%

(1) The frame of the bed bases consists of a single element with 51x39 mm cross-section and die-cast 90° rounded corners. The exception is the 200x200 cm bed 
base whose frame has a 41x39 mm section; it is divided into two elements and has folded corners. (2) The 180 and 200 cm models are composed of two separate 
bed bases, respectively 90 and 100 cm in width. (3) The 140, 160, 170, 180 and 200 cm models are composed of two individual separate bed bases, respectively 
70, 80, 85, 90 and 100 cm in width.

Price list 2022

 Ü The following conditions of sale are considered fully accepted 
by the reseller on placement of the order. 

 Ü The prices shown in this price list are excluding VAT.

 Ü Production times vary from 2 to 4 weeks. The delivery dates 
specified in the order confirmation are indicative and not 
binding. We do not accept penalties or order cancellations 
for delivery delays.

 Ü Orizzonti Italia reserves the right to make changes in the 
technical or aesthetic characteristics of the products, for any 
reason and without notice.

 Ü The current terms already indicated in the Orizzonti Italia 
“Bed and Sofa Beds” price list are applicable to deliveries to 
resellers and to any complaints by resellers.

 Ü It is the reseller’s responsibility to check the condition of the 
goods and the number of packages at the time of delivery. 
Any problems with a consignment should be immediately 
reported to the carrier, by making a written reserve note on 
the delivery note (duly specifying the reason for the reserve, 
e.g. “torn packaging”, “crushed packaging”, etc.) Claims 
for hidden transport damage must be sent to Orizzonti Italia 
strictly within seven days after receipt of the goods. After this 
deadline, they will not be entertained.

 Ü The provisions of the Italian Civil Code shall apply to all cases 
not provided for in these conditions of sale. The Court of 
Pordenone shall have exclusive jurisdiction in relation to any 
litigation.
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Dimensional tolerances: The mattresses may have size tolerances of + / - 2 cm.

Custom-made mattresses: Mattresses can be ordered in lengths of 190 and 195 cm. at no extra cost, and lengths of 205 and 210 
cm with a price supplement of +15%. For dimensions not included in those ranges, please request a quote.

Single plate mattresses: Up to a width of 170 cm, the mattress is made from a single plate. Mattresses of 180 and 200 cm are 
always composed of two plates, respectively 90 and 100 cm in width and enclosed within a single cover. The customer can order 
mattresses 140, 160 or 170 cm in width composed of two plates. In this case, a 10% price supplement applies. 

Differentiated support: The customer can order mattresses with sleeping surfaces giving differentiated support (medium / firm). In 
this case, Orizzonti Italia will provide a mattress composed of two plates, and the customer will turn over one of the two to get a 
sleeping surface with a different degree of support.

Mattresses - Price list 2022
80 x 200 90 x 200 100 x 200 120 x 200 140 x 200 160 x 200 170 x 200 180 x 200 200 x 200

Pocket Springs 800
x-static  643 €  710 €  790 €  957 €  1.111 €  1.258 €  1.330 €  1.416 €  1.568 € 

silk/cashmere  693 €  773 €  861 €  1.043 €  1.215 €  1.373 €  1.455 €  1.550 €  1.718 € 

Pocket Springs 1600
x-static  809 €  903 €  999 €  1.183 €  1.382 €  1.562 €  1.658 €  1.761 €  1.951 € 

silk/cashmere  903 €  1.007 €  1.120 €  1.328 €  1.545 €  1.752 €  1.856 €  1.974 €  2.190 € 

Pocket Springs 3000
x-static  1.025 €  1.146 €  1.272 €  1.508 €  1.755 €  1.991 €  2.112 €  2.248 €  2.490 € 

silk/cashmere  1.098 €  1.224 €  1.361 €  1.613 €  1.881 €  2.138 €  2.264 €  2.437 €  2.663 € 

Formula Latex Springs
x-static  1.370 €  1.531 €  1.701 €  2.022 €  2.358 €  2.684 €  2.844 €  3.020 €  3.351 € 

silk/cashmere  1.432 €  1.602 €  1.782 €  2.122 €  2.472 €  2.807 €  2.982 €  3.162 €  3.511 € 

Eco Waterlily®

thermocool  768 €  854 €  948 €  1.125 €  1.305 €  1.486 €  1.572 €  1.671 €  1.851 € 

x-static  800 €  890 €  993 €  1.174 €  1.368 €  1.549 €  1.644 €  1.748 €  1.933 € 

silk/cashmere  863 €  962 €  1.066 €  1.269 €  1.472 €  1.671 €  1.775 €  1.884 €  2.091 € 

Eco Memory

thermocool  858 €  957 €  1.066 €  1.258 €  1.461 €  1.659 €  1.758 €  1.871 €  2.075 € 

x-static  888 €  988 €  1.096 €  1.304 €  1.517 €  1.720 €  1.824 €  1.937 €  2.150 € 

silk/cashmere  950 €  1.064 €  1.177 €  1.399 €  1.631 €  1.848 €  1.961 €  2.084 €  2.311 € 

Eco Memory Clima®

thermocool  1.035 €  1.153 €  1.281 €  1.521 €  1.772 €  2.013 €  2.132 €  2.268 €  2.514 € 

x-static  1.068 €  1.196 €  1.328 €  1.578 €  1.833 €  2.155 €  2.211 €  2.349 €  2.604 € 

silk/cashmere  1.134 €  1.266 €  1.408 €  1.673 €  1.947 €  2.211 €  2.344 €  2.491 €  2.765 € 

Formula Labir-Tec®

thermocool  1.125 €  1.253 €  1.394 €  1.659 €  1.924 €  2.167 €  2.325 €  2.466 €  2.736 € 

x-static  1.158 €  1.295 €  1.436 €  1.710 €  1.990 €  2.264 €  2.396 €  2.547 €  2.821 € 

silk/cashmere  1.219 €  1.366 €  1.517 €  1.805 €  2.103 €  2.391 €  2.533 €  2.693 €  2.986 € 

Formula Dryfeel®

thermocool  1.168 €  1.304 €  1.446 €  1.720 €  2.003 €  2.277 €  2.410 €  2.561 €  2.844 € 

x-static  1.200 €  1.342 €  1.489 €  1.772 €  2.065 €  2.349 €  2.491 €  2.642 €  2.935 € 

silk/cashmere  1.262 €  1.413 €  1.569 €  1.867 €  2.174 €  2.476 €  2.627 €  2.814 €  3.090 € 

Latex Absolute

thermocool  903 €  1.007 €  1.120 €  1.328 €  1.540 €  1.748 €  1.857 €  1.971 €  2.183 € 

x-static  936 €  1.045 €  1.162 €  1.380 €  1.607 €  1.820 €  1.928 €  2.051 €  2.273 € 

silk/cashmere  1.002 €  1.120 €  1.222 €  1.474 €  1.716 €  1.952 €  2.065 €  2.198 €  2.432 € 

Latex Memory

thermocool  1.115 €  1.247 €  1.385 €  1.644 €  1.914 €  2.174 €  2.311 €  2.453 €  2.717 € 

x-static  1.153 €  1.285 €  1.427 €  1.701 €  1.980 €  2.245 €  2.381 €  2.528 €  2.807 € 

silk/cashmere  1.215 €  1.361 €  1.508 €  1.796 €  2.088 €  2.377 €  2.519 €  2.674 €  2.967 € 

Topper Orizzonti  336 €  374 €  421 €  501 €  636 €  696 €  740 €  824 €  989 € 
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